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Wednesday 15th May 2019 

Dear Parents,  

As I am sure you have all heard, Year Five had great fun yesterday making a range of 

different hamburgers. Everyone really got involved and took great care to use equipment 

carefully and all of the burgers tasted amazing (we tried them all).  

On Tuesday 21st May, we will be making our own hamburgers, which we are currently 

designing. These will be based upon our class work from this week. Children will take one of 

our initial class ideas and develop or adapt these in a way in which they want. The main 

ingredients will be provided for the children and I have listed below what we have ‘in stock’ in 

Year Five! If your son/daughter would like to use specialist ingredients, such as a special 

roll/type of bread, they will need to bring these to school next Tuesday morning. Please 

could the children also bring in a clean apron on Tuesday and ensure any long hair is tied 

back. In addition, a voluntary contribution of £2.00 would be greatly appreciated towards the 

cost of ingredients we have used across this topic. This contribution can be paid on the 

ParentPay site as usual.  

Ingredients which will be provided for the children: 

Meat and ingredients needed for the patties 

Herbs and spices (we have a range which we used on Tuesday) 

Ingredients needed to make the salsa, tzatziki and BBQ sauces 

Tomatoes, cucumber and lettuce for salad 

Plain burger rolls 

 

Items children may need to bring (if they want to use these): 

Additional onion slices if wanted for hamburgers 

Specialist bread roll/bread (e.g. bagel, pitta, brioche bun, wrap...) 

Additional salad ingredients (ready chopped or sliced) 

Cheese (feta, sliced cheese – not processed though as we are being healthy, parmesan 

etc.) 

 

Finally, if any adults are kindly able to help with our burger making session, please let Mrs 

Dunbar or Mrs Hayle know.  

 

We look forward to our master chef session again on Tuesday! 

 

Thank you for your co-operation. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Mrs Jones 


